WHITE PAPER

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen!
We would like to draw your attention to a rather
promising project. There is no secret that a large number
of people have got interested in the process of cryptocurrency mining. The crypto-currency rate is constantly
growing, so the investments in this kind of currency is in
great demand. We would like to use this innovation
establishing an XPs ecotoken, which is a smart contract
based on the electronic platform ETHEREUM and allows
every member of our project to maximize his/her benefits.
We are crypto-enthusiasts and we began mining
crypto-currency more than two years ago. At first it was
a kind of a hobby, but later we noticed that the rate of
currency was rapidly growing and our hobby turned into
a rather profitable way of making money. First we mined
crypto-currency using our personal computers. Then we
replaced PCs with videocards and this measure brought
much more money. The next step of our already high-

income business was a purchase of ASIC-miners as they
were the most convenient mining equipment. Mining
income on ASIC-miners appeared to be much higher as
compared to the same on videocards. However, 15% 30% of net profit (which depended on the chosen mining
way and the kind of mining coin) was paid for electricity.
Taking into consideration the large mining output, it was
a large sum of money. For example, mining $10 000 000
per month we had to pay $1 500 000 – $3 000 000 for
electricity. As you can see it was high costs. After we
realized it had been a rather unprofitable thing, we came
up with the idea of how to reduce our expenses. To realize
our project we have already bought a piece of land for
building an autonomous mining centre. Constant green
winds in this area and wind turbines will provide the
centre with the needed green energy to function properly.
Issued XPs ecotokens will finance the purchase of
ASIC – miners at prices of manufacturer, the purchase of
wind turbines and proper functioning of the mining
centre.
Let us look at calculations:
- a price for a 60 kw wind turbines is $60 000;

- an ASIC-miner L3+ consumes 0.85 kw/h. So one
wind turbines supplies 70 ASIC-miners with
energy.
- 50 wind turbines provide 3500 ASIC-miners L3+
with continued work.
- Total return in this case will be $1 670 000 per
year.
If we get power from a power station, we will pay
for electricity $330 000 per month, which is 20% of net
profit. In case of using wind turbines the expected savings
exceed $4 000 000 per year. It means that purchase of
wind turbines at $3 000 000 will amortize investments
made in the project less than for 10 months.
The profit from mining will be spent on the XPs
ecotokens. It will provide continuous rise in the cost of a
token itself.
Our XPs ecotokens is something new as it differs
from most other new coins. Our XPs ecotokens are based
on the actual material assets such as ASIC-miners and
mined crypto-currency, constantly growing in price. As
you know, crypto-currency costs real money.
The profit from mining will be distributed in the
following way:
- 50% will be used for buying of tokens;

- 30% will be used for purchasing of ASIC-miners
and wind turbines;
- 20% will be spent both for the centre’s costs and
expenses and as founders’ income.
We propose every member of our project to be a
part of a profitable business according to the following
plan:
1. Entering contracts with the leading global
Chinese producers of mining equipment.
2. Purchasing

of

mining

equipment

at

manufacturer’s prices.
3. Purchasing and installing of wind turbines.
4. Mining the crypto-currency.
5. Entering largest stock exchanges and selling
tokens in order to increase income.
6. Developing and establishing our own brand
mining equipment with a low rate of energy
consumption.
7. Producing our brand mining equipment.
8. Selling our brand equipment for XPs ecotokens.
Taking into consideration all information above, we
can conclude that the XPs ecotokens will be more stable
than other tokens as the price for the last ones is
regulated mostly by speculative ways, which are based

on the rumors about development of virtual items, but
most of these items could hardly be ever developed. Our
XPs ecotokens are backed by actual material assets, true
mining and cost real money.
Today there is a small percent of people who hasn’t
heard about digital currencies and bitcoins. Large
investors, national Governments and common people,
who have already met the technology based on the
Blockchain technology, realize its prospects. Fortunately,
this idea has not been developed thoroughly yet, so those,
who will develop it first, are the first to have a great
opportunity to get better dividends.
In October 2009 the first BTC exchange rate was set
up on American stock exchange “New Liberty Standard”:
1.309.03 BTC cost $1 only. In the second half of 2017 1
BTC cost $5 000 already. So the first investors got more
than 7 000 000% of income for 8 years. It is supposed
that in 5-10 years the price of crypto-currency will grow
on 20 000% – 30 000% – 50 000%. So, its mining will be
in great demand for many years.
To make money you do not need neither to buy
expensive equipment nor worry about its safe storage.
You also needn’t mine yourself. We will do it for you!

Any person having $100 or more can invest into our
project and be sure of a good income. All the stages of
purchase, delivery and sale will be available on our
website with online support 24 hours a day 7 days a
week. On pre-ICO the maximum sum of money is
6 000 000 XPs. 300 XPs ecotokens costs 1 ETH. The
general amount is 50 000 000 XPs ecotokens. The preICO provides only 6 000 000 XPs ecotokens. 2 000 000
XPs ecotokens out of 6 000 000 XPs ecotokens will be
first investors’ bonuses.

